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Nationally renowned speaker
and facilitator

Dr. Campt teaches strategies for changing attitudes,

behavior, and group culture through improved dialogue.

His clients make new choices so that more people’s

insights are honored, relationships are improved, and

collective goals are more effectively pursued. He is a

dynamic and engaging speaker, facilitator, trainer, and

strategist who helps ensure meetings and conferences

meet objectives by enhancing conversations.

Whether your group is 30 or 3000, Dr. Campt can engage

them to capture their collective wisdom to meet

program goals and create needed insitutional change..

Expert in diversity, inclusion,
and cross cultural dialogue

Dr. Campt’s expertise has been honed over the course of many

significant dialogue projects. He has organized nationally

televised meetings for the President of the United States,

addressed 1,000 foundation executives about the importance

of civic engagement, and facilitated conversations about race

among small groups of Congress people, professors, and

others.

Dr. Campt's wisdom about dialogue, his commitment to

compassionate engagement, and his expertise in the areas of

race, community-building, and personal empowerment come

together in the form of dynamic, interactive workshops, key-

notes, and plenary sessions that are engaging and inspiring. Dr.

Campt can harness the power of dialogue to create innovative

solutions for your group. 
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TOPICAL EXPERTISE

Unconscious Bias: The biggest problem in race relations today .  

Empathy: The key to persuading some with whom you disagree

Unlocking the Magic of Dialogue: Conversations that create

positive change

Political Polarization :  How Fighting it is our patriotic duty

Racial Unmentionables :  Breaking the silence that causes

psychological ,  cultural and physical violence

Conflicts and their Resolutions :  Best practices that can heal

your relationships and your community

Conservative-Progressive-Libertarian :  How understanding

other people 's moral framework can ease tensions

 

 

OFFERINGS

From keynote addresses to introductory workshops, to multi-day trainings,

The Dialogue Company team can design and deliver a solution to your

training needs on any of the topics above.  Call or email us for a free

consultation about your unique needs and aspirations for solving tough

problems, growing your 

organizational capacity, 

or shifting thinking on a 

variety of interesting topics.

 

 

 


